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Whether a micro, small, medium or large enterprise, the subject of quality 
management is a vast topic where, each organization’s endeavors to meet 
the need for quality is a journey by itself.  
 
It needs to be said that knowledge, experience and commitment can help 
an organization meet this challenge, but the needs of the hour are 
strategies that help capitalize on investment and simplify the learning 
curve. 
 

 
 
A. Today in the industry 
 
Visionaries in the industry have come up with a number of ISO standards 
and practices that do ensure that interested organizations can implement 
Quality management systems for their business models. 
 
Added to this, we also have amongst us experts that not only identify 
standards deemed important for a business model, but also guide the 
process of improving practices and performance to meet specific levels of 
quality assurance.  
 
However, the interest to implement a certified and continually conformant 
Quality management system is still a matter of concern for business 
owners.  
 
This article kick starts the subject of how an umbrella of self-assessments 
based on certain ISO standard(s), best practices and organization-wide 
orientations can reduce the un-workability and complexity in ensuring 
quality assurance. 
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B. What is being quality conscious? 
 
Quality consciousness is an emphasis for awareness & sensitization for 
market needs, where well formulated policy management, standardization 
of operating procedures with tested methodologies to prevent defects, 
customer orientation and overall continuous improvement help deliver for 
the business vision. 
 
For a layman, it means manufacturing or assembling products, or offering 
services that are available, accessible, accountable, acceptable (or defect 
free to the maximum extent possible), affordable and effective. 
 
For any business owner, without the help of tools or strategies, the above 
expectation is a complex and costly requirement by itself. The effort to 
achieve quality does depend upon management involvement and 
organization-wide orientation to work towards this goal. 
 
The term organization-wide orientation does apply to any business, 
irrespective of whether it is a one-man show or is one with 1 to100 or 
more employees.  
 
To explain further, we first try to understand the meaning of Quality 
management and continual excellence. 
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C. What does well-planned Quality management mean?  
 
 

The industry offers ISO certifications, and other benchmarks to deliver 
more effectively.  
 
Any lack of methodology or integrated view has and will affect an 
organization in the long run. Businesses have experienced this in the past 
and will experience this in the future. There is no benefit in cutting corners 
or in putting in last minute efforts to ensure quality. 
 
Organizations that know this have standardized their management 
systems & practices and have gone in for continual certifications that 
assure them of quality and performance from different angles.  
 
Though interested organizations have achieved an agile and high-
performing management culture, the incorporating of a 3-D axis view for 
quality assurance and environmental management is still a niche area.  
 
The need of the hour is a 3-D axis view for good governance, continual 
quality, sustainable thinking & development and controlling of damage 
inflicting or risk causing patterns.  
 
 

Time 

Profits and reduced 
cost of ownership 

Sustainability and 
reduced emissions 
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For a business owner, this could mean understanding and incorporating 
adherence for proven ISO standards like ISO 9001, ISO 14000 and ISO 
9004.  
 
Getting under the hood of any ISO standard 
 
Though there is plenty of auditing expertise available to help an interested 
business owner get certified. It needs to be mentioned that the normative 
references of these standards are extensive and can be used only by 
those who can read, understand and translate this reading into action.   
 
In large organizations, a dedicated Quality management Department or  
Team is usually entrusted with this involvement and responsibility.  
 
In such organizations, there is also sufficient investment and commitment  
to document, maintain and support details necessary for certification or  
continual certification.  
 
The question being - what about small, or micro, or lean financial model  
enterprises? The point being that small or micro businesses emerge under  
more modest circumstances. The expectation that these businesses will  
be globally focused, adept in management, tech-savvy or quality  
conscious from day one is a far-thinking one.  
 
Well-planned Quality management is one step towards arriving at a 
solution for this problem. The principle being that business owners, or 
management panels (however big or small) need methodologies and 
learning curve reducing tools that help achieve awareness, sensitization, 
preparedness and implementation for adherence in a trusted and low cost 
manner. 
 
Well-planned Quality management is a solution that permits a business 
owner or management panel interact with standards for quality, high 
performance and sustainability without actually investing deep-pocket 
funds that may later never be capitalized upon.  
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Well-planned Quality management opens up an under-one-roof umbrella 
of self-assessments that walk an interested assessor through a whole 
range of “SMART Convergence” topics and questions that can be 
answered with a Yes, No or Partially Yes answer.   
 
These responses are thereon cumulatively reviewed using a well-formed 
reporting template that generates reports that can be used by an actions 
planning committee. 
 
Well-planned Quality management permits a business owner to enter into 
or exit from the exercise of incorporating adherence for a standard, norm 
and best practice quite early on. The approach helps businesses perform 
for sustainable development and growth, where there is no-one-size-that-
fits-all kind of solution. 
 
Well-planned Quality management is one that does not restrict focus to 
controlling the defect rate but also focuses on a gamut of SMART 
Convergence aspects such as 
 
1. Accelerators for ISO 9001, ISO 14000 and ISO 9004 adherence 
 
2. Sustainable and responsible marketing positioning 
 
3. Sustainable Project management  
 
4. Business site or outlet planning 
 
5. Sustainable site or facility management 
 
6. Disaster management and risk mitigation 
 
The author of this article has taken this understanding to a NEXT Step 
with the design and development of a “Gap analysis toolkit” for 
sustainable development and growth. More details on this can be made 
available to interested businesses. 
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D. Why is continual Quality management becoming important to 
conduct “business as usual”? 
 
Today we are facing issues like climate change, global warming, depleting 
resource levels and rising costs, where all these issues are bringing 
concerning aspects such as [a]-[k] to the forefront. 
 
[a] High electric power costs 
 
[b] Worsening power grid problems such as power quality and 
unavailability 
 
[c] Possible water shortages and waste water disposal issues 
 
[d] Need to control waste generated and ensure proper waste disposal 
 
[e] Pressure and responsibility to control utilization and reduce causative 
effect of harmful chemicals & criteria pollutants 
 
[f] Growing need to acknowledge concern about the aspect of Global 
warming and unprecedented climate change 
 
[g] Need for proactive involvement for environmentally safe and 
sustainable business practices 
  
[h] Need to acknowledge environmental safety related product 
declarations in manufacturing or product engineering 
 
[i] Health and productivity of staff & associated community 
 
[j] Related need for risk mitigation and disaster management 
 
[k] Increasing operations and maintenance costs for facilities or buildings, 
which primarily needs business owners to improve upon or ensure 
continual quality to fight competition and rising costs. 
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E. Excellence in the MSME industry 
 
All this means juggling priorities and a need to perform to deliver for 
profits, sustainable development and growth.  
 
For a corporate or larger organization, this need can be matched by 
investments in infrastructure, technologies, resources and people. There 
are also sufficient funds available for R&D, innovation and building of 
intellectual property. But, this cannot be said for a small or micro 
enterprise.  
 
For a small or micro enterprise, the need for performance kicks back as a 
need for proactive organizational involvement, resource allocation and 
knowledge management, where ensuing costs and implementation issues 
either make or mar the endeavor to deliver with excellence.   
 
For a small or micro enterprise, the need of the hour is the availability of 
tools that can be utilized to achieve performance expected from a global 
point of view.  
 
The bridge that needs to be constructed or perfected is one that can take 
a small, or micro, or lean financial-model business adeptly across, right 
from the stage of identifying & securing investment areas (that can ensure 
profit making, market interest and industry presence) to deep-pocket ones 
that help organization-wide orientation and involvement to manufacture 
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products or offer services that are credible (i.e. available, accessible, 
accountable, acceptable (or defect free), affordable and effective).   
 

 
 
F. Expert help available 
 
Organizations such as KASSIA are doing their best to mitigate this issue 
and bridge the gap between financially secure organizations to ones that 
are equipped with start up capital, or sufficient or near sufficient funding.  
 
KASSIA is also working on the problem of improving awareness, training 
and conditioning to adopt leading edge technology and methodologies.  
 
The question that still arises is whether this is the end of the road for the 
help possible.  
 
The answer being that new problems are emerging and existing ones are 
getting more complex or interrelated.  
 
There is a need to provide tools that can accelerate awareness, 
sensitization, preparedness and adherence. There is a need to simplify 
the knowledge management needed to ensure the credibility of a business 
and its interests to compete amidst more evolved global players. 
 
The author of this article has designed a “Gap analysis toolkit” that helps a 
small or micro enterprise assess itself for gaps, lacunae and also use a 
ISO 9004 template to generate reports for further decision-making, action 
planning and steering. 
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This article is part of a “4 article series” that provides a view into some of 
the crucial self-assessments that are part of the under-one-roof toolkit. In 
the articles following this one, we will uncover the internals of the ISO 
9001 standard, look at the vitals for responsible marketing and thereon 
focus on aspects important for sustainable product manufacturing or 
services.  
 
With this done, we will also focus on core facility management functions 
that can help a business owner run operations efficiently, cut down service 
transformations, reduce costs and carbon emissions.  
 
 

 
 
G. Implementing all this and more 
 
The author’s “Gap analysis toolkit” can help a management team 
prioritize what an organization must take as most relevant steps to 
implement well-planned and continual Quality management. 
 
The “Gap analysis toolkit” for the MSME industry is available either on 
CD or on printed media as required by the subscriber.  
 
For more information, contact the author at venkataoec@gmail.com or on 
+919342867666.  
 


